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ABOUT HIGH
SCHOOLS SOCIETY
One of our beliefs here at HSS is that each
student should be useful to its community, in
various ways possible, whether by being a
positive role model, volunteering, excelling at
school, or even reaching out. Accomplishing
that requires that each student develops an
earnest interest in what exists around him,
something High Schools Society seeks to
promote through establishing a platform for.
Through our various upcoming initiatives, our
various teams at High School Magazine and
Careers will see to it that each willing
students who wants to be a positive influence
to his/her community is able to do so.

MISSION, VISION,
AND GOALS
The mission of High Schools Society is to
create a huge brand for quality educational
networking and innovations through the
establishment of a student community through
which high school students can interact with
each other on all areas of student life.
It is also to create a platform for all students to be
enriched with rich quality educational
content.
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DIGITAL MARKETING PROGRAM
OVERVIEW AND
The Digital Marketing Program offered by High Schools Society is inclined towards high
schoolers using their smart devices for positive gain. It includes:
SOCIAL MEDIA

01

Use of social media
platforms
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EMAIL MARKETING

02

Use of electronic mail in
Marketing

The number of times you
make a website popular

The number of users who see
your website
BRAND EMERGENCE
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SEO

03

WEBSITE
MARKETING

How much interaction a
brand creates
ONLINE MARKETING
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Engagement you create for a
product

OBJECTIVES AND PLANS
With the ubiquity of smartphones nowadays, we
cannot deny the huge impact of social media in
driving consumer behavior. That’s why brands both
big and small tap digital platforms in a bid to capture
market share. But being online simply isn't enough—
brands need to have insights of their consumers’
online behavior, and use that data to drive revenue
for their business.
This is where digital marketing comes in. By
tinkering with some data points here and there,
social media marketers can tell middle managers and
top-level executives how their brands are perceived
by their customers. More than just the numbers,
digital marketers must also create a concise yet
effective social media report that is meaningful for
all stakeholders involved.
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TARGET AUDIENCE AND VENUE

Our most interactive audience is from
high school and university students, thus
the program is inclined towards them

The Digital Skills Program, usually referred
to as class is originally intended to equip
high schoolers with the skills to thrive the
21st century economy, but occassionally
university students are invited to attend.
The first of its kind was held on August 3,
2019 at the Dominion University College in
Accra.

High Schools Society, the organisers of the
program determine beforehand where the
program is to be held. If it is arranged for a
specific school, the school therefore hosts
the facilitators and attendees but if it is
open to the public from a region, usually a
venue is arranged.
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FACILITATORS AND CLASS
STUDENTS BENEFITTED

30+
SCHOOLS

10+
TARGET PER CLASS

100+

The class is facilitated by experienced and
qualified IT and Marketing persons with a
close niche in their respective fields. High
Schools Society invites the facilitators for
each class as necessary as it is.
The program is usually FREE of charge with
a certificate which costs between
GHS20.00 and GHS30.00 optionally.
In this global village digital marketing has
become a key tool to reaching the ends of
the world. And in an era where social media
has taken over common conversation
media, it has become much more
imperative to learn how it works, and how
to make better use of it, especially as a
student. It is in this regard that the
Computer Department of High Schools
Society has introduced a Digital Marketing
Skills Program, along with its social media
option for schools.

